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Mark Your Calendar!
Friday, Jan. 10
General Membership Meeting
Campbell Senior Center, 155 High St.
5:30-8 p.m.
Thursday, Jan. 16
Training Session: Discussing "Right to Work"
EMU Board Room, 4-5 p.m.
Executive Council Meeting
EMU Board Room, 5-7 p.m.
Friday, Jan. 17
GTFF/UO Bargaining Session
Location TBA, 3:30-5:30 p.m.

At the fall term GMM, the GTFF
membership approved a list of
bargaining priorities ranging from a
raise to the minimum wage, major
dental coverage, and parental leave
to clean offices and guaranteed
kitchen facilities. The GTFF
bargaining committee then drafted
and proposed, at the first bargaining
session of November 22nd, changes to
the collective bargaining agreement
reflective of each of these priorities.

the University is taking a hard and
immobile stance on those issues that
GTFs have ranked as their highest
priorities.

The University was not interested in
our proposal for parental and other
forms of basic paid leave, assuming
the position that, unlike faculty and
staff on campus, GTFs do not deserve
to retain their GTF salaries when
they encounter unexpected injuries
or illnesses, or when they give birth
At December 13th’s bargaining to or adopt children.
session, the University began to
roll out their responses to our The University also rejected our
proposals. And while the GTFF proposal to raise the minimum
bargaining team was pleased to see wage to the University’s own
the University affirm the value of published figure for the cost of living
certain GTFF proposals (forward as a graduate student in Eugene.
movement was made on the issues The University’s lead negotiator
of office cleanliness and kitchen explicitly stated that GTF wages are
facilities, for instance), it is clear that “not intended” to . . . cont'd pg. 3
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Letter to the Editor: An Unnamed Brewer Speaks Out
Editor's Note: All GTFs (that's you!)
are encouraged to contribute to The
Agitator, whether it be with original
content or a response to a prior issue.
The following is a welcomed instance
of the latter.

cistern?) against a claim from "GTFF
Earns (Moral) Victory, Style Points
Once Again at 4th Annual Civil War
Brew-Off!" in the December Agitator.
It reads "He named it: ‘It's fine. It's
beer.’ …physicists make lousy poets.”
While this quote may not be libelous,
Dear Ian,
it is definitely drunkenly eyeing libel
from across Odd Fellows Hall. There
I feel that it is my duty to defend are a wide variety of issues I take
myself and my physics brethren (and with this erroneous statement, but, to

Ask Glenn: Where GTFs ask Glenn
all sorts of things about their insurance

save you time, I will lay out just a few
objections in detail below.
First, the name of the beer in question
was an accurate description of the
beer. It did not win best beer. It did
not win worst beer. Which means it
falls squarely into the realm of being
"fine," exactly as was foretold. If the
quotee wants to take poetic away
from descriptors of physicists, they
also must be willing to replace it with
psychic. I'll happily take psychic over
poetic because being psychic can earn
you a living (especially in Eugene).

Q: Dear Glenn, why did I get a letter retroactively from 12/16/13.
from PacificSource over the break
stating my coverage ended 12/15/13?
That's not cool.

A: Yes, a time-honored question

that pops up at the beginning of
each term. Before a term begins,
I go through a list the Graduate
School provides me of everyone
who has a GTF appointment for the
upcoming term. If your name is not
on the list, it means “officially” you
don't have a GTF—at that moment
in time. Because you don't have a
GTF—at that moment in time—I
have to “term” your coverage until
the Graduate School verifies your
employment. Remember, this is an
employer-based group insurance
plan; i.e., to be on our plan, you
have to be employed as a GTF. In
the vast majority of cases, your name
appears on the next updated list and I
automatically reinstate your coverage.
If you have pending medical needs
requiring your coverage to be active
immediately, I can ask the Graduate
School to do a special verification of
your employment.
This situation is very, very easily
fixed. Rest assured, if you signed a
GTF contract you will be covered
2

Second, not understanding the name
of the beer does not make it a bad name.
Q: Mr. Morris, could you tell when I For those who did not understand, the
can add a spouse to my coverage?
name of the beer was to be a satirical
comment on bombastic names and
A: Only if you call me Glenn! descriptions commonly given to
Enrollment into our plan is home brewed beers. Like wine, coffee
governed by a contract we have and ham, beers are often credited
with PacificSource that controls with containing a wide selection of
enrollment periods/requirements— subtle flavors few would recognize
standard operating procedure for without being told they should taste
insurance plans.
it. "It's fine. It's beer" was chosen so
you could reflect on how none of
If this is a new spouse (i.e., you guys that matters: you will still get drunk
just got legally married) I can add if you have enough (trust me, I had
your new spouse on the nearest 16th enough). Picking a catchy name and
following your marriage date. Or...if description would take away from
your spouse lost his or her coverage this humble reminder. "It's fine. It's
involuntarily (i.e., lost employment) beer" was the best at being humbling.
I can add your spouse on the 16th Where is my award for that?
following the loss of coverage. Or...
you can wait until our plan's open Next, I guess you probably shouldn't
enrollment period from February 16 judge a group of people by one
to March 15 and I can add him or her member. Regardless of how awesome
starting spring term. Don't forget: (and available) that member is.
any change to your “tier” of coverage
means you owe more in premiums Lastly, the author of the article refuses
and will need to fill out new payroll to reveal their source of this quote so
deduction form.
that I could discuss my displeasure
with the source privately. Instead,
Q: What the what! I heard we have the author hides this source behind
20 alternative care visits again? True? what journalists call "journalistic
ethics", President Obama would call
A: Yes. Live the dream.
"aiding the enemy" . . . cont'd pg. 3
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From pg. 1: Bargaining in crucial phase From pg. 2:
cover these basic costs, and so the January 24th, both from 3:30-5:30 Brewer Sets
GTFF’s proposal that they do is p.m. in rooms to be announced
“inappropriate.”
(look out for e-mail announcements Record Straight
with further details). Please consider
I invite you to ask yourself, attending these sessions as well
do you think GTF wages should be (they are entirely open to the public
intended to cover the basic costs of and GTFs may complete work

and I call "lacking a backbone".
Unbeknownst to the author, the
source of this quote is clear: Khalid
Sheikh Mohammed, or "KLK" to his
friends. Knowing the source of this
quote raises a whole range of national
security questions, none of which I'll
comment on here. Instead, I'll just
note that anonymously making wild
accusations publicly is cowardly.
In conclusion,
Before you go
and claim we know
no rhyme,
recall we gave you
beer for free
and why?

living in Eugene? Do you believe
your contribution to UO in teaching
classes and conducting research
deservers to be compensated enough
for basic living expenses? And, when
you were admitted to the University,
perhaps choosing the U of O over
other options, were you assured by
your hiring department that your
wages would in fact cover these basic
costs? And, finally, do you think
GTFs should be forced to find extra
employment or take out student loans
to cover what is not covered by their
wages—keeping in mind that for
many GTFs, including international
students, such additional funding
options are either entirely unavailable
or extremely difficult to obtain?

and otherwise come and go as
necessary). The bargaining process
is entering that critical phase where
hard decisions will need to be made,
and where GTFs as a collective group
will need to rally behind those issues
that matter to them most.

Our next bargaining sessions with
the University will take place on
Friday, January 17th and Friday,

David Craig
President,
Philosophy

By attending bargaining sessions,
participating at GTFF meetings, and
generally making your voice heard,
you can do your part to ensure that
this bargaining cycle is a success, and
that current and future GTFs receive
the wages, working conditions, and
respect that they—that we—deserve!
Sincerely,

So you could flirt
and save your dough
for when
it's time to go
to sleep with your
new friend.
Go buy condoms.
Use them.
Something your loins?
That got away
from me; what was
my point?
Oh yeah, got it.
Physics, its kin
can write
poems. Or not?
Okay, maybe,
you're right.
<3, An Unnamed Brewer
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From the Editor
The Editorial Committee for The Agitator is very pleased to have received so many submissions to the newsletter. Keep them coming to member.communications@gtff.net!
If you do submit, we ask that you submit up to 300 words in a Word document with standard formatting. Also,
don’t forget to include a title!

Staying informed & connected is easier than ever!
• We want feedback! Tell us what you think about the newsletter at:
member.communications@gtff.net
• Come to membership meetings and social events!
(see calendar on pg. 1 for times and locations)
• Join the Facebook group: GTFF
• Follow on Twitter: @GTFF_3544
• Check out the website: www.GTFF3544.net
GTFF OFFICERS & STAFF

Editorial Committee

PRESIDENT
David Craig
Philosophy

EDITOR-IN-CHIEF
Ian Pilgrim
VP Membership Communications
Physics

TREASURER
Kyle Lynch-Klarup
Physics
VP EXTERNAL RELATIONS
Joseph Henry
Anthropology
VP GRIEVANCES
Herbert Grotewohl
Physics

Submissions of all sorts are
welcome!

VP ORGANIZING
Matthew Hannah
English
VP MEMBERSHIP
COMMUNICATIONS
Ian Pilgrim
Physics
VP OPERATIONS
Eva Hoffmann
German and Scandinavian
VP POLITICAL EDUCATION
Anna Sloan
Anthropology
STAFF ORGANIZER
Amber Cooper
HEALTH INSURANCE ADMIN
Glenn Morris
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Want to contribute to your
union newsletter?

Contact your VP Membership
Communications at member.
communications@gtff.net for
more information!

About the GTFF
Our Mission Statement:
“The Graduate Teaching Fellows
Federation, a union of the graduate
employees of the University of
Oregon, commits to creating a
strong, safe, and diverse community
of educators and scholars for the
purpose of protecting and promoting
the interests of its membership.”
The Graduate Teaching Fellows
Federation (GTFF) is a labor union
representing over 1300 Graduate
Teaching Fellows and Research
Assistants at the University of
Oregon in Eugene, Oregon.
Our goals are:
• to improve the quality of life
for GTFs in the areas of salary,
workload and working conditions
through collective bargaining and
the enforcement of our contract,
• to fight for an adequately funded
educational system, accessible for all
people, and
• to help create a revitalized, socially
aware union movement, which is
a positive force for change for the
entire community. Volunteers and
activists are welcome!
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